FieldTurf is a member of the

FIFA Preferred Producer program

Prestige XM6 system is built using a very unique half-diamond fiber design with 5 ridges built into the
fiber for proper resilience. These best-in-class monofilament fiber has been engineered to provide
excellent durability and is part of a system designed to deliver a long-lasting, high performance surface
for a variety of sports.

Durability without compromise. It’s part of FieldTurf’s DNA.
280 microns

5 built-in ridges

80 microns thicker than previous XM4 fiber
and also above the standards of the industry

strategically placed for added durability

Monofilament Fiber
Prestige XM6 was developed with strict adherence to the 3 pillars of fiber
development - Polymer, Process, and Geometry (PPG). The result is an
exceptionally resilient and soft fiber that has been designed to provide
excellent long-term durability.

280 microns

Half-Diamond Shape

Two-Layered Infill
Prestige XM6 features a two-layer infill
comprised of ballast layers of sand and top
layers of recycled rubber granules for proper
shock absorption and worldclass performance.
Recycled rubber
Silica sand

Turf Backing
THE CONCEPT

Polymer - Process - Geometry

Polymer

Process

Excellent polymer
contributing to superior
durability and softness

Precise and lengthy
manufacturing process
for world-class quality

Geometry

A unique shape designed for proper
resilience and durability

Prestige XM6 features a dimensionally-stable backing that is coated and
perforated at FieldTurf’s manufacturing facility. The result is an exceptional
tuft bind strength along with excellent drainage characteristics.

APPLICATIONS

CERTIFICATIONS

Pile height

 Football
 Multisports

 FIFA 1 Star and FIFA

 Various pile

2 Star lab tested

 EN 15 330-1
 NFP 90-112

heights available
suitable for
different sports

CONSTRUCTION
 XM6 Fibers tufted into a
dimensionally-stable primary
backing and infilled with two
distinct layers of silica sand
and recycled rubber granules. A
3-layer system is also available.

FieldTurf

XM6

Resilience
Performance

Best in Class.
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